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 Guys and those other guys that wear skirts, I must apologise for the lack of a mag for the last few 

months – I’ve been a bit busy with my No 4 daughter’s wedding, and yes  Graham ‘Road Angle’ Cross 
(have you ever noticed whenever somebody needs assistance, broken bike, lost something, fallen off 
he is there offering his assistance)  did help a little bit with the garden.  But I had to put all the work into 
it with a “dig that bit there” and “this bit ‘ere” instruction.  Since the wedding, my No 1 daughter, with 
great nutritional knowledge, has been staying.  So I’ve had a ‘you can’t eat this’, ‘or that, and you can 
certainly stop drinking that’ input – you may have noticed the greatly reduced, stealthier me.  No 1 has 
now disappeared back off on her travels so now I can get the creative juices flowing again with a   
Magazine Edition.  Now where are the Pork Pies and Whiskey  

To be ‘onest (there has to be a first time in my life for this) after a few years of doing the mag I’m    
running a bit short of what to put in it.  Yes, I can continue with the Ride Reports, but only when I’m on 
that particular ride.  So once again, it’s an appeal to the plebeian masses to suggest something, write 
something, do something (that is printable) that can contribute to the mag, otherwise it will all get very   
boring with “we went there, we went there and on Sunday we went there”. 
 

There has already been some talk on ride planning for next year: 

 The Harley Rally in South of France at St Tropez.  I think a few have booked accommodation already.  

Have a chat with Liberace 

 Iron Butt Ride.  Ride around as many Harley dealers as possible in  a given number of hours.  Martyn's 

brain plan 

 Snake pass, great road between Manchester and Sheffield.  2 nights Pete G 

 Kent Sussex countryside. 2 nights Pete G 

 Snowdonia Wales. 2 nights Pete G 

If you are particularly interested in any of the rides get in touch with the organiser and the dates may 
be able to be flexible around you 

End of Year Prize Giving Awards  

Is there somebody that you believe is particularly worthy of an award?  Is there a category that you 
think needs awarding?  Just Let me know but be careful you might just get one yourself………. 

Categories so far might be:  Best customising badge.  Best lead of a pack of bikes through a housing 
estate U turn.  Best passing of the blame (onto a Sat Nav) 

Awards presentation on the last club night of the year…..be there 



   

Well a mixed summer I think is the best way to put it some high spots 

and some very low ones too. 

The passing of our friend and brother Taz has to be one of the saddest 

days for the chapter, Taz had put on a brave face and flatly refused to 

give up hope of making a full recovery from Cancer. Taz was one of the 

good guys a chapter member with a dry wit  and a man of few words 

he will be missed by all who knew him.  

For those who didn't make it, the chapter gave Taz a proper bikers 

send off with 16 bikes following him and his Cut placed on his coffin, 

his family have thanked the chapter for its support at this sad time. 

Regrettably  Dave Groombridge has decided to stand down from the 

committee after a long stint as Treasurer  and then as a Committee member. I would like to thank Dave 

personally  for his support and valued council , Dave has been the voice of reason for a long time and   

encouraged change and concern when it was needed he will be missed at meetings.  

Dave and Greta are remaining chapter members  so they are not leaving us all together and you never 

know we might just tempt him back as a committee member Lol 

I would like to welcome on to the committee Graham  Cross who has very quickly become an involved 

chapter member never shy to promote the chapter and get involved, I am sure he will be a great asset 

too III Rivers. 

Christmas Party ……. We are booked into the Aubrey Park Hotel on the Saturday 9th December tickets this 

year will be  £50 per person for members and £55 per person for non members, regrettably the price is a 

little more than last year but we believe it was worth it. 

We have 50 places reserved on a first come first served basis so please le me know how many tickets you 

would like. 

As we move into the end of the riding season we will plan some extra social events to keep members   

entertained, we are looking at a Bowling night again and a trip to the Theatre maybe so if you have any 

suggestions please let us know    

I would like to remind you that the Ride to The Wall  booking line is open so please remember to book in 

and lets hope that the weather is a little warmer and less damp this year. 

 

Ride Safe  

Martyn 

 

  



 

So there was I sitting around on the park bench at 
Baldock services waiting for you lot to turn up for a 
ride, when I noticed a poster on the notice board 
beside me.  Yes, I know some of you are thinking 
‘what notice board?’ it’s huge, take my word for it: 
 
Excellent thought I, just what I need for my man 
cave / bike shed.  Where can I get a copy? 
So I sent a grovelling email to Highways England 
and they sent me the four .pdfs of their posters but 
also with a promise of some posters.  So with an 
expectation of some huge 4 foot X 3 foot posters, I 
prepared a space in the bike shed wall for the 
‘Born to be Wild’ Wolf and opened up negotiations 
with Ingrid for the rest to be inconspicuously 
placed about the house – obviously the answer 
was initially “no” – but `no` is always her opening 
gambit to all of my requests lol.  Can you imagine 
my disappointment when the posters turned up, 
not the anticipated huge ones but some A3       
versions and they were second-hand complete 
with drawing pin holes!  Sod ‘em thought I, and I 
nearly didn’t write the article to support their    
campaign 
The other posters are as below, I can do A3 prints 
of these if anybody else wants them for their man 
cave / bike shed / bedroom. 
 
Their actual response to me was 
Hi Peter, It’s [caps use] so good to hear such   
positive feedback on our campaign, thank you! 
(Obviously my grovelling was of a very high   
standard…and they believed it – Ha!) I will happily 
send you a few copies. There are four posters in total, based on 
the four key behaviours that contribute to deaths and serious 
injuries on PTWs (power two wheelers) (Just how do they make 
these things up, I suppose they are trying to include other forms 
of 2 wheeled powered transport, like….Segway’s – nope they 
don’t permit these).  
These are: 

Born to be wild – cornering 

Ride forever - fatigue 

Easy Rider – overtaking 

Live Fast - speeding 

Videos 

Speeding:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKqMO50PkXg 

Cornering:  https://youtube/pjgxuMbAxkE (I removed their deliberate typo from this 

link) 

Overtaking: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8s6sc0qplBg 

Another swift email showing my gratitude and admitting that I was totally unaware of 

their campaign and they sent another link: 

http://think.direct.gov.uk/motorcycles.html    

some Advice from Highways England 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKqMO50PkXg
https://youtube/pjgxuMbAxkE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8s6sc0qplBg
http://think.direct.gov.uk/motorcycles.html


 

They advised that the campaign is called Be a Better Biker (surprised they didn’t call it BABB or Bab for 

short) and it predominantly targeted leisure bikers in the South East, as this is an area that is over        

indexing for KSIs (killed/seriously injured) amongst this type of road user compared to the rest of the 

country. The media channels used were Out of Home in the South East – where you’ve seen it (That’ll be 

the poster at Baldock), Facebook (maybe ‘cos I’m not their friend that I got nothing – Ha!), Digital Display 

and press (monthly biker magazines) (Not our HOG mag as that is quarterly or something and only gives 

safe driving instructions for the US of bloody A). The campaign is nearing an end now so I am not        

surprised it is no longer at Baldock (Ah, that’s why they can send me the surplus posters). 

So let’s measure the bureaucrats` success………………anybody actually heard of it? 

For those who can’t be bothered with the internet, and to fill up a bit more space in the Mag: 

Motorcycling Take longer to look for bikes  
Injuries to motorcyclists are out of proportion to their presence on our roads. Motorcyclists (what about the 
other power two wheelers?) are just 1% of total road traffic, but account for 19% of all road user deaths.   
Be a better biker 

 We know you love riding. The freedom of the open road makes motorcycling an exhilarating way to 
travel. 

 But accidents involving motorcyclists are out of proportion to the miles travelled by bike. We want to 
help keep you safe by reminding you of safe riding behaviours. 

 Research shows that cornering, overtaking, speeding and fatigue are the most common factors      
involved in motorcycling accidents. To help reduce casualties and fatalities among riders, Highways    
England has developed a campaign targeting these four behaviours (Since when is cornering or overtak-
ing `a behaviour`? More of an activity, I thought). 
Below is some advice to help you stay safe on the road. 

Cornering techniques 

 Get into the right POSITION as early as is safe to do so. Use your position to see and be seen. 

 Get the SPEED right. If you need to, slow the bike down, (I would tend to use a semicolon ‘ere)     
consider coming off the throttle and/or braking. Use both brakes as it keeps the bike more stable. 

 Select the correct GEAR for the road speed. 

 Look through the bend and look for additional hazards such as nearside debris, vehicles emerging or 
in front. (Pete Swan said idiots in cars as well – can’t print what Mel said) 
As you see the bend emerging, apply the right amount of acceleration to leave the bend safely. 

Advice: Read the road ahead – drive at a speed that leaves you enough time to react round a corner.  
Overtaking techniques 

 Can you overtake safely and without speeding? If not, don’t do it. 

 Look out for road marking like solid white lines to. [sic. To what? Don’t you mean too, just how much 
are they paying these people?] 

 Look ahead and make sure that you can pass without causing unnecessary inconvenience to other 
people on the road. (like the bloody cyclists holding a race on the A11 dual carriageway at the weekend) 
Before overtaking, make sure you can get back to your side of the road in plenty of time. Take into       
account the speed you’re travelling, the speed of the vehicle about to be overtaken and the speed of any 
oncoming vehicles too. (ah they’re learning) 

Advice: Unless it is 100% safe, don’t overtake. 
Take regular breaks 

 Motorcycling can be a strenuous activity, not only physically but mentally – the concentration required 
to stay safe on the road can be tiring. Fatigue is one of the four main causes of fatal accidents and it is 
possible to fall asleep on a motorcycle. (ask Ingrid) 

 Fatigue doesn't just happen. It usually starts off with a lack of attention and fidgeting on the bike (like 
playing with the cruise control – John T). It can then lead to extended periods of poor concentration and 
decision making which can have dangerous consequences when you're riding at speed. 

Some more advice from them 



 

 Taking regular breaks: 

 helps you regain your concentration levels by engaging the brain in a different activity 

 allows the blood to recirculate (which may have slowed during longer periods of riding) and                
re-oxygenate the system 

 gives you a chance to re-hydrate – you may not think it, but riding uses up a lot of the body’s fluids (so 
exactly why do I always need to pee just after I’ve got off.  Or is this just me?) 
gives you a chance to stretch your legs which can help to prevent muscle fatigue 

Advice: Take short breaks regularly. Get off the bike, walk around and have a drink. If you’re very tired 
consider taking a nap (no thanks just had one on the bike). Make sure you pull over somewhere safe and 
never rest on the hard shoulder of a motorway.  
The facts 

 Motorcyclists are roughly 38 times more likely to be killed in a road traffic accident than car occupants, 
per mile ridden 

 In 2013, 331 motorcyclists died and 4,866 were seriously injured in road collisions in Great Britain. 

 Motorcyclist KSIs (That’ll be Killed / Seriously Injured) have fallen since 2008 when 493 motorcyclists 
were killed and 5,556 were seriously injured on Britain's roads. 
30 motorcyclists are killed or injured every day at junctions 

I hope that they produce a yearly KSI chart so that they can measure the success of their campaign and 

plot it against cost.  I would hate to find that anybody, once again is ‘over indexing on their KSIs’ 

Anybody got an address for the Cream Teas so that I can send them a copy of the ‘Regular Tea Breaks’ 

poster? 

Go see the Think Direct Website if you want more…………… 

 

 

 

Be Safe Out There  

and  

watch your Behaviours! 

And 

No over indexing your KSIs 

 

isn't it good to see all your Road Fund Licence Tax being spent so well 

Even more advice from them 



 

 

Couple of us went up to Jacks Hill Ton Up Day and sat on Triumphs.   Little Richard finds a new badge.  Craig doesn't get a   
mention or a picture ‘cos he turned up late.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just loved this Vinton combination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The same motley crew also  
went to the Ace 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Somebody found the Barcelona HD dealership. It was closed, must have been a 
Sunday, no surprises there then 
 

 

 

R I D E    R E P O R T S and other stuff 



 

Well did it go to plan, I think so just a little car park issue but this was 
well counterbalance by who we met in the car park, read on…………. 

We, Paul, Trudi, Pete La P, Ingrid and I met up at South Mimms and 
had a pretty uneventful ride round the M25 and down the M20, didn’t 
even have a last minute dive onto the M2 like Martyn had taught me.  A 
swift coffee break at some services and we arrived in sunny Folkestone 
on schedule and good ole Garmin found the hotel.   

I’m not sure who saw the car park first but whoever it was the            
expression was something like WTF!  I once read a book (yes I know 
some of you will find this surprising) about the repair of the Great North 
Road (A1) in times of old.  They wanted a system of repair that would 
have a degree of standardisation so instead of the way we do it now, 
which is to come up with a 200 page specification, they decided that 
any repair to the road shall be made with stones that are no larger that 
can fit into a man’s mouth!   Rather sensible I thought.  Obviously the 
owners of the car park didn’t get this particular memo or they, Men of 

Kent or is it Kentish Men, have 
bloody huge mouths.  The picture tells it all.  Then add to the problem 
that there was bugger-all room in this carpark from hell……we 
parked / abandoned our bikes to their destiny.  Hotel Reception, not 
bad.  Hotel Rooms not brilliant but what do you expect for £1.20p a 
night.  I thought 5 star Trudi was going to get on her bike, if she could 
have extracted it from the carpark and go straight home without   
passing go! 

 One of the reasons for a lack of space in the 
carpark was that it was already full of 
Harley’s!  The sleepy town of Folkestone 
had been invaded by the Paris South   
Chapter, some 25 bikes in all. We shook 
hands, kissed – both cheeks and exchanged 
greetings in our best ‘Fronglaise’.  Alcoholic 
beverages consumed, Italian dinner in town, 
bed and ready for the next day 

 

The car park from Hell 

  

  

R I D E    R E P O R T S –older railway children 



 

Day 2 and a very pleasant drive along 
the coast road to Dymchurch railway 
station, tickets purchased, sit and wait 
for train.  Paul exclaims “look how far 
away it is, it will take an absolute age 
to get here!  “No Paul, its here and it 
really is that small”.  My master plan 
revealed we were going on the  

Romney, Hythe and Dymchurch   

Miniature Railway. Ha!  

 

So a little train ride to Hythe and back and would you believe it, 
it was fun.   

The only small problem was they had run out of Engine Driver 
badges for our jackets 

We mounted our steeds and had a very pleasant ride along the 
coast road to Dungeness for a cup of coffee.  A very interesting place. Google tells me that Dungeness is 
not only classified an area of outstanding beauty but also England’s only desert! The next leg was up to 
Rye, one of the Cinque Ports , Pete La Port is another, to see the quaint and ancient cobbled Mermaid 
street and to slip in an ice cream.  We were then due to follow the cost road along to Hastings but as P La 
P was getting a bit dry in the tank department we went on a more direct but still lovely route to              
Hastings.  Up the A21 to the 1066 bikers café for a tasty morsel, or 3 and sat in the blazing sun-
shine.  Back to Folkestone through the High Weald Area of Natural Beauty, and it was.  Squeezed in a 
walk down the cliff to the beach, Alcoholic beverages consumed again, Italian dinner in town, bed and 
ready for the next day 

Day 3, unfortunately Paul, Trudi had to depart for a family event, personally I think Trudi couldn't get out of 
the hotel fast enough.  So Pete La P, Ingrid and I set off on another route through the Weald and onto   

Ashdown Forest.  Great roads and great scenery.  We      
arrived at our destination –The Bluebell railway.  A walk 
round the engine sheds, strangely Ingrid didn't join us, and a 
light lunch on the platform watching trains going chuff chuff 
chuffff. 

Out of Sussex and a not too tortuous ride around the M25 
and home for supper 

 

 

Aim to do something similar 
next year, maybe a few less 
trains and a better hotel and 
defiantly not that car park 

 

  

R I D E    R E P O R T S –older railway children 



 

 Sound advice: If you are going 
to Wales, put your wets on.  It 
doesn’t matter what good ‘ole 
BBC weather says about being 
bright and sunny they will be 
wrong.  The trip was just a small 
group, Graham and Debbie, Pete 
and Ingrid on bikes and Pete and 
Mel in the Pace Car / Support 
vehicle.  

 

Day 1, head for Shrewsbury, M1 
chocablock and rain most the 
way.  Hotel in central       
Shrewsbury and the nice traffic 
warden, a very nice man, let us 
park the bikes directly outside  
the hotel, as long as we moved 
them by 8am the next day. 

Day 2, with an early departure, to avoid the traffic warden we set off for 
Wales. A few miles before we crossed the border into Wales, a little chef 
was spotted and the normal sumptuous fry-up was consumed.  Conversa-
tion then followed with a “did you see that blacksmiths place a few miles 
back?” So we all agreed that it was worth a small detour.  What we found 
was the British Ironwork Centre & Shropshire Sculpture Park.  It was abso-
lutely brilliant.  As you enter (Free of Charge) there is a multitude of sculpt-
ed ironwork from leaping animals to maraudinga aliens and dragons and a 
lot lot more – nearly worth a trip in itself.  

 

We parked up and this is where we had a little mishap, Debbie as she re-
moved herself from the bike slipped and fell..  The fun began with First   
Aiders, then a closed medical drop-in centre a few miles down the road, 
then ambulance and finally, Shrewsbury General Hospital, a renowned  
centre of excellence for fixing broken hands by all accounts….Debbie,   

Graham, Pete S and the  
support vehicle deployed on 
their adventure.   

 

Pete, Ingrid and Mell then explored the Ironwork centre and ate 
cake.   Pete, Graham and the support vehicle returned without Debbie 
who was now in A & E lurking in the X-Ray department with a suspect 
broken wrist.  Graham re-deployed to hospital, this time on his bike with a 
sort of masterplan not involving Debbie on a bike.  The remaining crew 
then set of, albeit slightly later than anticipated for Portmerrion.   

The ride, with the  one remaining bike, was excellent, on the Welsh 
Twisties, with the Pace Car leading and needless to say, setting the 
pace.    

  

R I D E    R E P O R T S—Portmeirion  



 

 We eventually got to Portmerrion at 
4pm.  The village speaks for itself and 
to be fair, an hour or so was sufficient 
to look around.  Needless to say we 
did mention “I am not a number, I am a 
free man”. ...sod off number 6 you are 
waking the kids up! 

 

Next stage through the Snowdonia 
National Park to Tenbury was another 
excellent ride with Welsh Twisties and Welsh Up and Downies.  We met up 
with the casualty crew at the Tally Ho Inn and Debbie now with a sling and   
confirmed 2 broken bones and an operation booked hopefully for Monday.  Not 
disheartened, we sat down for a great  evening meal and some beer, strangely 
Debbie didn’t partake, but her spirits were good.  A master plan a set for the 
next day - Graham go home and get car, support car dumps Debbie at the   
Holiday Inn in Shrewsbury and we then go home via Nottingham and           
Uppingham Harley dealers’ to survey bikes for Pete, Graham returns with his 
own support  vehicle to 

comfort Debbie etc. 

 

Good ride to  Notting-
ham following the pace 
car with its sat nav set to 
very shortest 
route;  taking in a few 
housing    estates and, 
strangely, a lap of Not-
tingham General Hospi-
tal.  Found a nice little 
bikers café the Castle-

wood Café on the A518 at Uttoxettor.  Dealers visited, no bikes pur-
chased and home for 6.30, raining again. 

 To quote Henry Cole, “was it one of the worlds greatest rides? “ Yes, I think that we did nearly 600 miles so that takes 
at least £1,000 off the value of a Harley.  I’ll look at refining it and setting it up again for next year without any hospitals   

Stop press:  Debbie is all patched up now with a couple of bits of angle iron to repair her broken wrist bones but still 
with a bit of discomfort from a cracked rib. 

  

  

R I D E    R E P O R T S—Portmeirion  



 

It all started with a thrash up the M1 by Gill & Tony and Pete & 
Ingrid on the bikes while the support car with Pete & Mel made an 
earlier start due to a fear of M1 Friday jams.  They were well 
founded in their beliefs….but I had a cunning plan 

 

Unbeknown to our planning department the Hells Angles were 
having a bit of a bash somewhere  up north and you will be 
amazed how well the traffic parts for those guys.  Simples, just 
join in behind them, needless to say we made good progress.  A 
couple of quick snack breaks and we were at the port of Haysham 
in about 4 hours.  I must admit we did take a little lap of a local 
supermarket and no I cant blame it on the Sat Nav it was the road 
sign`s fault.  Met with Mel and Pete and we were soon sailing our 
way across the Irish Sea .  I wont say the boat was slow but I have 
seen faster continental drift.  Think it was some 4 hours later and 
we were in Douglas.  Now where is that  troublesome Sat Nav.  
Post Code unknown she advises. Put the post code in again      
unknow came the advice, again.  Threatened her with a swift dunk 
in the Irish sea and would you believe it, changed the country to 
Isle of Man (Bloody Garmins) better but not perfect, reckon the 
isle of man mapping was done by a tail-less cat. We eventually 
found the hotel perfectly placed on the sea front and with bike 
parking just outside.  Don’t you just love this little island where 
there is no charge for parking anywhere.  I must point out that 
next door to the hotel was the official IOM TT T Shirt shop.  We 
had  a lot of troubles persuading the girls that we hadn't actually 

planned it that way—they 
believed us and Tony bought about 50% of their stock while  the Petes bought what was 
left 

 

First nights activity was Fish and Chips on the sea front and post our whereabouts on 
Face Book. 

 

Our few days entertainment on the island was basically do a lap of the circuit, setting a 
new lap record for 2 Harleys and a Pace Car.  We were aiming to beat the 19mins with 

an average speed of 130MPH but we had to slow for the speed limits, the 
pace car’s slight detour off the given circuit, traffic lights, a fag break for Mel 
and for Ingrid to put her jumper on during the mountain section.  OK so we 
took 1 hr 10 mins and the best I clocked was 90 MPH on the mountain, don’t 

forget, no speed limits on the out-of-
town roads.  Now why can`t every-
body be like that?  It was a great ride 
and makes you appreciate  how 
brave (totally stupid) the TT riders 
are. 

 

R I D E    R E P O R T S—isle of man 



 

A couple of days touring the Island gave 
us some other excellent rides with the 
obligatory hair pins and very steep      
descents.  We took in Jerbys Junk and in a 
Top Gear style bought each other totally 
silly gifts as  souvenirs 

 

 

Our long weekend was oh so soon over 
and it was an early start for the slow boat 
to China / England.  At the port we met 
up with a delightful old boy on a Summer 
Diesel Motorbike.   He took great       

pleasure in telling us all about it and we gave him a thoroughly good listing 
to….the girls ignored us and went for coffee 

Arrived in England after far too many hours drifting in the Irish Sea.  Set the 
Sat Nav for home and I was pleased to see that she knew it was in England. 
The Sumner got off the boat before us and with a wave we shot past him while he plodded along at a steady 50MPH, we 
stopped for coffee, he plodded past, we stopped for fuel, he plodded past.  Each time we passed him the waves got more  

jubilant.  Some 6 hours and a few traffic jams later and were home.  Shame that it took best part of a day to get to the IOM 
and the same getting home but we had a great time and fully appreciated that little island that loved us and all bikes of every 
shapes and sizes.  

 

R I D E    R E P O R T S—isle of man 



 

 

Looking for some tyres to go through those muddy places or 

maybe just for that little ride down a river – Enduro Tyres – 

Harley sizes are available 

The day started well with the usual gathering of souls at Baldock 

Services.  Ingrid made me park in the carpark not on the pavement 

and some others even took my lead.  So for once we didn’t upset 

the management.  Graham took the stage and gave us a lovely de-

tailed explanation of the roads we would be taking and the sights we would see (I don’t think that he actually men-

tioned the U turn on the housing estate) I think we all ignored his wonderful recital of road numbers and just asked 

“what’s the Post Code then?” And off we set along the lovely sweeping bends of the A507 to Buntingford, always a 

good road if there are no tractors littering up the place.  Onto the A10 (see Graham, I did listen a bit to the road 

numbers) and a little light relief for a while on the dual carriageway but then we turned off …..it all sort-of went 

downhill from there, literally.  Very sharp right down a 1 : 4 (that’s 25% decent in new money) hill for 15 foot and 

then another sharp right still descending, the roads then got narrower and narrower, up hill and down vale and just 

when we thought it couldn’t get any worse, a raging torrent of a river to cross.  I tell you my tyre valve caps nearly 

got wet and while we were still shaking ourselves off, another challenging turn.  I thought Big Al was going to put 

out his cones so we could practice it properly.   

After chasing a few rabbits down their holes and generally annoying the wildlife who had anticipated a peaceful 

day on their country estates, we happened upon a proper road.  I think it was the A120 and to be fair, Graham did 

mention it in his brief.  At one of the traffic light stops Big Al was heard to say “Call that a Ford, I’ll show you a prop-

er one” He did also mention that he has got a map of all the local fords, my response was to select first gear, open 

the throttle and drop the clutch.  Eventually we found ourselves in Clacton-on-Sea.  Graham obviously had a 

planned parking space in mind as we descended to the pier; thankfully we stopped before the wooden planks start-

ed.  Trips to the seafood stall, trips to the ice cream stall, walk down the pier, chat with the 1950s bobby on his  

Velocette and I think that somebody also made a second trip to the seafood stall. Graham told us we are going to 

the Fossils café (Grahams edit) As a kind of unanimous joint decision we elected to go and find the Fossils bikers 

café.  At the café stage somebody tried a rather difficult manoeuvre on his bike, I can’t say who this was but it was 

actually more difficult picking him up than the bike.  You might guess who it was by the way he turned it into a 

training exercise and got Pete Swan to pick the white Road King up for him.  And all respect to the well ’ard greas-

ers at the café, none of them fell about laughing, although I did detect a few smirks.  Graham then admitted that 

Pete La Porte gave me his old sat nav….I can see why, it did have a bit of a penchant for going the wrong way.  But 

thanks to Al’s slow ride training, we were all very adept at the 180o turns in the housing estates.  (Grahams edit – 

honestly there was only one) Bit more of a speedy trip home along the A120, with a stop at the Stanstead M11  

services for bike and people fuel.  Costa now sport very clean tables after Ingrid’s exploits with her coffee.  I vowed 

never to buy another slice of Carrot cake from there – it was ‘orrible.  And we all went home.  Special note – Al  

didn’t get bike fuel at the garage, luckily, a matter of a few days 

later when the bike was breathing on air, he attempted to       

remove his locking fuel cap….no can do.  Eventually after much 

swearing and ripping of muscles, he cut it off with a hack saw.   

For sale: one Road King Petrol cap, conveniently comes in 2 self-

assemble halves, one careful owner………. then Al 

Brilliant ride – well done Graham 

ClaCton on sea……..grahams ride 



 

It all started well with the intrepid team of route marshals forming up at Hatfied Tesco’s at an 

hour earlier than the birds would consider singing at.  One small hitch, Doug arrived, complete 

with most of his family by car.  “what’s going on ‘ere then?” I questioned in my best PC Plod 

voice, after all we will be talking to the nice policemen later so I thought that some practice 

would be worthwhile.  It transpired that Doug had managed to run over his foot with his own 

bike, breaking his toe in the process!  I did consider calling him hoppy but eventually settled on 

‘dopey’ The exercise with bike and foot must have taken some considerable effort and     cun-

ning that only Doug could apply to the event – he did explain the mishap but I wasn’t listening 

as the howls of laughter took over the  occasion. Guys, just a note but Doug is our safety 

officer.  Ha!  One other member was missing, Pete La Port.  It transpired that HD Newmarket 

were applying their well-trained skills at turning a 5 minute job into 2 weeks` work – let’s hope 

he gets his bike back in time for France 

The intrepid team set off in a nice orderly procession to Welwyn Police station.  Actually it all looked rather organised, strange 

how looks can fool.  Needless to say some breakfasts were consumed and Al tried to sabotage a Honda under the      disguise 

of helping a guy retrieve his keys from behind his fairing.   Insufficient Marshal Windscreen stickers were handed out, closely 

followed by the glorious pink dayglow marshal vests.  Note to Air Ambulance organisers:  Harley riders don’t often come in 

small, if in doubt go for a couple of extra XXLs  

After a rather pointless brief from the police, the highlight of which was that there would be a police Volvo as tail-end Charlie 

that we should ‘formate’ (a police word, maybe, but not to be found in any English dictionary) up behind as we move on from 

our marshalling points for our eventual ride into the airfield.  He also pointed out said Volvo just in case we didn’t know what 

one looked like in its jamjar livery.  We, in suitable pink attire,  except for Terry ‘cos they had run out of the extra small vests, 

once again set off.  Big Al cunningly managed to take us out of the  carpark via the entrance. Must write to the police about 

improving their car park signs, big white arrows and no entry signs are just not sufficient.  We dropped off the markers in true 

second-man-drop-off style.  I, along with Graham and John T, were at the second marker so I can’t advise what happened after 

our drop off, I can only presume chaos.   

As the herds of bikes passed our check point, I noted said jamjar Volvo in the middle of the pack, so much for following him.  

The bikes procession finished and we contemplated mounting up and joining the tail-end but what was that on the horizon, 

another bike procession?  Surely the plods hadn’t miscalculated people`s ability to follow them.  It transpired that they had 

been  separated by the traffic lights in Hitchin, arrived at the A1 and went south.  Yes dear policeman, we did tell you that you 

need markers on every junction. 

We joined on the end of this lot and unsurprisingly the leading pack was stuck 

in a traffic jam as the police route had taken them through the road works on 

the A505.  This chaos was only surpassed by the chaos at the next roadworks – 

just loved the police planning, it appeared 

that everybody except them knew about 

the single lane traffic in the roadworks.  

We caught up with the jamjar Volvo who 

insisted that we passed him, err nobody 

had told him that the Pink Ladies would 

‘formate’ behind him……………….and even-

tually we got to the destination in time to 

see the side shows finishing 

Would we do it again for them, maybe, but 

under our rules 

R I D E    R E P O R T S –air ambulance run 



 

It all started with a good plan.  We would meet at South Mimms, the 

car park not the pumps ‘cos there would be so many of us…………….and 

then the Gods made their plans which unfortunately weren’t the same 

as ours.  As I was packing the bike for the great adventure ahead of us, 

Ingrid advises “your phone is making stupid noises”  Text from Martyn 

‘Lorry overturned at South Mimms, now meeting at BP Hemel same 

time.  The text was at 1.10 pm 26/5/17 but then my incredible phone 

was still on Jakarta Indonesia time, and still is.  I must remember to 

change it.  That was a lucky break that the Gods had accounted for as 

normally at that departure status my phone would have been stuck in 

a pocket and ignored.  We mounted up and headed for Hemel.  We 

were the first there – check text, yep he definitely said Hemel.  Slowly 

but surely the garage filled up with bikes but not quite sufficient.  Martyn frantically phones the missing, some at South 

Mimms, some just driving round the M25 for the fun of it and some having evaporated into thin air or just maybe couldn’t 

hear their phone due to a subtle modification to their exhaust system.  Messages set – see you at the chunnel.  And off we 

went.  I volunteered to lead but Martyn was quick off the mark and wrapped a fuel pump hose around my neck advising that 

he will never never let me lead to the chunnel.  I can’t see really what the problem was – we were only 4 hours late getting to 

France last time. 

Thankfully, the Gods were developing a kinder mood and we all met up at the chunnel and all with a story to tell of how we 

got there and where we were when we got Martyns text 

We lined up for the train.  The gods interfered and we were marshalled onto 2 different trains, never did work out why.  Never 

mind texts were transmitted – meet up at the garage in the chunnel area.  And eventually we did.  Off the intrepid troop set, 

the Gods intervened again and set about playing with the route plan in Martyn’s Sat Nav.  Well that’s what he said was the 

reason we did sixteen laps of the chunnel port before we eventually found a way 

– who would be a leader, such abuse. 

A beautiful trip around the French countryside and eventually we found         

ourseves on the cobbled streets of Montreuil sur Mer. 

We were warmly greeted at the hotel with a free drink, we didn’t need any   

encouragement 

The pattern for our few days was easy.   

Day 1: womble into town, do the market, have a picnic and lounge around a lot.   

Day 2: trip out, this time to see the war graves  

Had a bit of excitement on day 2 with John Tarbox’ bike.  One moment happily rumbling 

down the motorway the next moment not.  Judge and I stopped to help (just where is 

Graham Road Angle when you need him?) we took bits off the bike, pointed at a few 

things and kicked others.  Eventually diagnosing a blown fuse.  To punish him we took the 

fuse out of his radio to repair his ignition.  Off we went to meet up with the gang at the 

next services.  John was advised to go buy some spare fuses just in case it happens again.  

Guess what, 10 mins down the road and good old John is on the hard shoulder again. 

Fuse box opened, offending article found.  Before we set off John advised that it went as 

he engaged his cruise control so he was, in the strongest of terms, told to ‘Stop Playing 

With It’ (Pete Tarbox told me that’s what his mum used to say all the time to him but he 

never listened) So with Johns arm tied behind his back we arrived once again at the hotel 

without great incident.  By the way I no longer consider Martyn’s Sat Nav giving us incor-

rect directions an incident, nor are 2 laps of certain French towns. 

R I D E    R E P O R T S –a French adventure 



 

Ich verstehe, dass ein paar von euch nach Deutschland gefahren sind. 
 

Ihr sind gut in Valenciennes angekommen und es gab sehr warmes Wetter fur den 

gansen Fahrt. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unterwegs versuchten manchen, 
unter ihren Motorrädern 

einzuschlafen  

 

und einige hatten ein paar innerliche 
Gasprobleme! 

R I D E    R E P O R T S—Deutschland 



 

 Ihr sind an Ihren Zielort angekommen, Weinhof beim Schneemann. Es gab sehr warme 
und schöne kurvenreiche Straßen. 

 

 

 

 

 

Ihr haben die 
Fahrräder in einem 

Keller geparkt, 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

sahen herliches Landschaft und haben Bier getrunken  

R I D E    R E P O R T S-Deutschland 



 

sahen herliches Landschaft und 
haben Bier getrunken 
 
 
Ihr haben gegessen und gingen auch 
spazieren 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ihr sind zu einem Rennstrecke gefahren 
(Nürburgring) und einige Damen haben bestimmt 

uber die Manner auf Fahrrädern gelachen. 

R I D E    R E P O R T S—deutsland 



 

 

Einige Dinge waren verloren 

 

Einige Dinge haben gebrochen 

 

Und einige Dinge sind abgefallen 

 

Aber ihr haben alle eine wunderbare Zeit gehabt. 

R I D E    R E P O R T S –Deutschland 



 

 

What a fantastic day, ride down to the Sammy 
Miller museum, Doug even avoided 
Brockenhurst so no traffic. Beautiful roads 
through the new forest. Then ride down to 
Mudeford, what a beautiful place. Then final 
stop at Burley for an ice cream. Great riding all 
day except for the M25 on the way back, which 
as always was a car park.  

R I D E    R E P O R T S –sammy miller’s 



 

 

I hear that a few of you had a 
fantastic few days away at the 
Cider Rally-Weston Super Mare. 
Pete La Porte led all the way, 
getting us there on mostly B and 
A roads.  

Great venue and fantastic rally 
organised by the Bridgewater 
Chapter, good food and great 
entertainment.   

 

 

 

 

Next year, just   
maybe we will go en
-mass to a rally 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have a new member Dan Coulcher, by all accounts he has got a Harley but nobody has actually seen it.  Last 
known whereabouts was on his driveway getting polished, the bike not him 

 

R I D E    R E P O R T S ish 



2017 CHAPTER RIDES AND EVENTS calendar 

An indication of what we plan to do and where we will do it.  Full details on the club website and as usual, a text 
will announce the ride 

Date  Timing  Event 

September 

6th  1930 – 2200 Club Social Night – The Farmer’s Boy, Kensworth 

7th    Newmarket HD New Model VIP Preview 

10th  0900 – 1700 Ride ‘n’ Visit Essex Air Ambulance Day, Harwich 

13th  1930 – 2200 Club Night, RBL 

20th   1930 – 2200 Club Social Night – The Chequers, Streatley 

22nd    Lads’ Weekend (suggestions, please) 

27th   1930 – 2230 Club Social Night, Green Man 

October 

4th  1930 – 2200 Club Social Night – The Farmer’s Boy, Kensworth 

7th    Ride to the Wall, Lichfield, Staffs 

11th  1930 – 2200 Club Night, RBL 

15th  0830 – 1700 Brightona Bike show  

18th  1930 – 2200 Club Social Night – The Chequers, Streatley 

25th  1930 – 2230 Club Social Night, Green Man 

November 

1st  1930 – 2200 Club Social Night – The Farmer’s Boy, Kensworth 

8th  1930 – 2200 Club Night, RBL 

15th  1930 – 2200 Club Social Night – The Chequers, Streatley 

22nd 1930 – 2230 Club Social Night, Green Man 

29th  1930 – 2230 Club Social Night, (5th Wed) The Crown, Shillington 

December 

6th  1930 – 2200 Club Social Night – The Farmer’s Boy, Kensworth 

13th  1930 – 2200 Club Night, RBL 

20th  1930 – 2200 Club Social Night – The Chequers, Streatley   

Meeting Points, for ride-outs etc.: 

 Brickhill, McD's - Shell Service Station;  MK17 9RB, A5 / A4146,  R'bt, Bow Brickhill,  Sth of MK 

 Hatfield Tesco - Esso Service Station;  AL9 5JY, near, A1 Junc 4  /A414  east.  Hatfield Retail Pk 

 Baldock Services- Shell Service Station;  SG7 5TR; near, A1, junc 10 

 BP Hemel - BP Service Station;  HP2 4UA; A 414,  Breakspear Way,  near M1  Junc 8  

 MBDA  Car Park - Gunnels Wood Road, SG1 2DA—post code is actually Ford Dealers, MBDA back gate is actually next left, near 

A1M J8—for slow riding only 

 Toddington Services - BP Service Station;  LU5 6HR; M1 - between Junc 11 & 12  

 South  Mimms Services - BP Service Station;  EN6 3QQ; A1 / M25 junc 23  
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